Surgical margin does not influence recurrence rate in pT1 clear cell renal cell carcinoma after partial nephrectomy: A multicenter study.
To assess the risk factors of positive surgical margins (PSM) and the influence of margin status on recurrence in pT1 clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC) following partial nephrectomy (PN). Patients (1,831) with pathologically confirmed stage T1 clear cell RCC were retrospectively analyzed following PN at eight institutions in Korea between 1999 and 2011. Demographics, operative data, pathological margin status, and site of recurrence were analyzed. Resection margins were positive in 31 patients (1.7% of the cohort) on final pathology. None of the clinicopathological parameters were significantly related to the marginal status (all P > 0.05). During a median follow-up of 32.5 months, local recurrences were observed in 0.4% of negative surgical margins. There was no local recurrence in any of the cases with PSM. Distant recurrences developed in 1.7% of negative surgical margins and 3.2% of PSM. There were no significant differences in recurrence-free survival by margin status (P = 0.566). Our multi-institutional data suggest that marginal status does not influence tumor recurrence risk in pT1 clear cell RCC after PN. Careful surveillance seems to be a sufficient strategy in this clinical scenario. J. Surg. Oncol. 2016;114:70-74. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.